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THE FOUNDATICNS OF TRIGONOMETRY 

INTRODILT ION 

The feundations of uiìathematics has in the past 

century become a topic of great interest to many mathe- 

maticians. Investigation of this topic is erha1.s best 

termed as a search through the many concepts of ìathema- 

tics for the íLOSt basic ideas from which all the other 

concepts can be 1ogica.1y deduced. Various axiom systems 

for algebra and eometry have deieloped from these in- 

vestigations, and the axiomatic approach to algebra and 

geometry is well established as the iost useful method of 

presenting and extending these fields. 

rrigoncmetry appears to be an outgrowth of geometry 

which is specifically concerned with triangle measure. 

This would lead one to believe that trigon'etry could 

also be developed axi matically from the axioms of geome- 

try. IhIs approach has not been taken in the teaching of 

tr igonometry. 

ost courses in trigonometry begin with intuitive 

notions about angles, angle measurement, and angle orlen- 

tation. These very oasic concepts are b'yassed quickly, 

the trigonometric functions are introduced, and the other 

concepts of trigonrmetry follow in a more or less rigorous 

manner. 

These intuitive concepts are the backbone of a very 

useful branch of mathematics. The lack of rigor in their 
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development constitutes a gap in the logical structure of 

elementary mathematics. It is important, then, that this 

gap be investigated and closed. 



BACKGROUND 

In this development of trigonometry Hubert's axioms 

for Euclidean geometry will be used. These axioms in a 

revised form follow. (l;2,p.3-26) 

Group 1. Axioms of Incidence. 

1.1. Given two distinct points, there is one and 

only one line vihich is incident upon them. 

1.2. Given two distinct points of a line 1, 

there is by Axiom 1.la unique line m 

which is incident upon them, and m and 

i coincide. 

1.3. On a line there are at least two distinct 

points; on a plane there are at least 

three distinct points not all on the same 

line. There exists at least one plane. 

1.4. Given three distinct non-collinear points, 

there is one and only one plane which is 

incident upon them. 

1.5. Any three distinct non-collinear points of 

a plane are such that a unique plane is 

incident upon them. This plane is the 

plane such that they are ori it. 

1.6. If two distinct points of a plane are points 

of a line, then t hat line is a line of the 

piane. 
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1.7. If a point is a point of each of two dis- 

tinct planes, then there is another point 

which is a point of these planes. 

1.8. There exist at least four points not all 

in the same plane. 

Group 2. Axioms of Order 

2.1. If B is between A and C, then B is 

between C and A. 

2.2. If A, B, and C are distinct points of 

a line, at most one of them is between the 

other two. 

2.3. If A and C are distinct points of a 

line 1, then there exists on i a point 

D such that C is between A and D. 

2.4. If A, B, and C are vertices of a 

triangle, and if i is a line of the plane 

incident upon A, B, and C, such that 

i has on it a point of one of the sides 

of triangle ABC, then i has another 

point of the triangle on it. 

Group 3. Axioms of Congruence. 

3.1. Given A and B, if A' is a point of 

a line 1, then in a given direction on 

i from A' there exists a uniaue B' 

such that (A,B) E (A',B'). (A,B) is 

congruent to itself, as well as to (B,A). 
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3.2. If (A,B) (A',B') and (A,B) E (A'',B''), 

then (A',B') (A'',B''). 

3.3. If B is between A and C (written 

ABC) and A'B'C', and if (A,B) E(A',B') 

and (B,C) (B',C'), then (A,C) (A',C'), 

3.4. a) Every angle is congruent to itself. 

b) If a straight angle is congruent to 

<L then <u is a straight angle. 

c) If < is congruent to a straight 

angle, then is a straight angle. 

d) If <(h,k) is an angle of ir with 

sides i and , and if S is a 

side of 7i with respect to a line 1', 

and if i' is a ray of 1' with res- 

pect to a point V of 1', then there 

exists a unique i' in S with origin 

at V such that <(,i) <(i',i'). 

3.5. Given triargles ABC and A'B'C', jf 

<BAC E <B'A'C', and if (A,B) E (A'B') 

and (A,C) E(A',C'), then <ABC = <A'B'C'. 

Axiom. 

Given A and B and a line segment s, there 

exists an n such that A B B being 

determined in the following manner: Ori in 

the direction d, find B1 such that s 
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Then, find 
2 

the same direction such that 

s B1B2, etc. 

Playfair's Axiom. 

Through a point P not on a line i there 

exists in the plane of P and i one and only 

one line ich has no point of i on it. 

The Axiom of Completeness. 

It is impossible to adjoin to the eleLents of 

geometry any new points ori a line. 

The following development of trigonometry will be 

confined to the Euclidean plane. The orientation of the 

plane is made in the following way: Let i and m be 

two lines of the plane which are perpendicular to each 

other. Call the point of intersection of 1 and m the 

origin, O. Call i the x-axis, and m the y-axis. 

On each axis designate one of the two possible directions 

on that axis with respect to O as the positive direction 

on that axis. 

On the positive x-axis pick a point U. We shall 

refer to the segment determined by O and U as the unit 

segment for the coordinate system. Using this unit seg- 

ment we can now develop an algebra of line segments which 

we sha1l show is isomorphic to the algebra of real numbers. 

hen we shall be able to associate a pair of real numbers 

with each point of the plane. 
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The 2,ebra of Segments. A line segment is defined 

as the set of points on a line which are between two given 

points of the line. The two points are called the endpoints 

of the segment. A directed line segment is a line seg- 

ment together with an ordering of the points of the line. 

Ihere are two possible linear orderings of the points on 

a line segment. We shall denote the direction associated 

with a line segment by denoting the segment by the names 

of its endpoints with an arrow to indicate which ordering 

of the points is meant, thus: ÄÏ. Note that is not 

the same directed segment as 

- -+ 
However, by Axiom 3.1, AB BA. 

ing distinction: Ä E , but 

shall see that = 

(or, equivalently, ). 

We shall make the follow- 
-4 -4 
AB BA. in fact, we 

The elements of the algebra we will develop are equi- 

valence classes of directed line segments. The relation 

used in determining the equivalence classes is the one we 

have designated by the symbol = . This relation means 

"is congruent to and has the sane direction as." Equi- 

valence classes of directed segments will be named by one 

of the elements of the class, denoted either in the manner 

described above, or by lower case letters. e shall often 

use the word segment in place of equivalence class of 

segments when the meaning is clear. 

Addition. Given two segments a and b, a segment 

C which is in the equ valence class of segments which we 
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define as the sun of a and b is fnund in the following 

way: On a line 1, there exists a point A, and on ono 

side of i with respect to A, there exists a point B 

such that = a. (Axiom 3.1). There also exists a point 

C such that = b. The segment is defined as C, 

an element of the equivalence class (a + b). 

Addition defined in this way is a commutative opera- 

tion. That is, a + b = b + a. 

Proof: 

On a line i there exists a point A. Axiom 1.3 

On i there exists B such that Ä a Axiom 3.1 

There exists on J. a point C such that 

= b Axiom 3.1 

a + b definition 

A', B', C' found in the same manner on 1' 

except that = b and = a same 

= b + a definition 

There exists D not on i Axiom 1.3 

There exist lines AD, BD, and CL) Axiom 1.1 

On one side of the plane w.r.t. 1' there 

exists a ray such that <B'C'S E <BAD. Axiom 3.4 



There exists a point D' on such 

that C'D' AD Axiom 3.1 

L ABD E L B'C'D' side-angle-side 

BD B'D' and «BD <A'B'D' congruent triang1 

BCD ¿ B'A1J' side-angle-side 

Then <B'A'D' <BCD congruent triangles 

Then <ADC E <fi'D C ' congruent trian 

L ACD E ¿ A'C'D' side-angle-side 

... AC A'C' 

We have constructed the points A arid G so that the 

directions are the same as those of a + b and b + a. 

Thus, since AC E A'C', we may conclude that 

and hence, a + b = b + a. 

Additinn defined in this way is also associative. 

On a line 1, there exists a point A, by Axiom 

1.3. There also exists, by virtue of Axiom 3.1 a point 

B such that a and a point D such that (b+c 

Then, by definition, = a + (b + c). There also exists 

on i a point C such that = b. Thus, since 

= (b + c), t must be equal to c. By the definition 

of addition, = (a + b), and = (a + b) + c. Thus, 

the associative property is proved. 

The product of two directed line segments is also an 

equivalence class of directed line segments. The product 

of two line segments is found as follows: On the x-axis 
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there exists a point B such that = b, a given seg- 

ment, On the y-axis there exists a point A such that 

z = a, another given line segment. Ve wish now to find 

a line segment which is in the equivalence class of the 

product of a and b, namely ab. By Axiom 1.1, there 

is a unique line incident upon A and U, the point 

described earlier which determines the unit sement. By 

Playfair's axiom, there exists a unique line incident upon 

B which is parallel to . This line intersects the 

y-axis in a unique point C. (See Lemma 2). The segment 

is defined as being c, a member of the equivalence 

class which is the product of a and b, this relation- 

ship being expressed as c = ab. 
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Multiplication defined in this way is a commutative 

operation. Ihat is, ab = ba. 

Proof: Construct ab in the manner described. Let 

= ab. 

There exists on the x-axis a point A' such 

that 5Z' = a. Axiom 3.1 

There exists on the y-axis a point B' such 

that 3B' b. Axiom 3.1 

There exists the line B'U. Axiom 1.1 

There exists a line through A' which is 

parallel to 8W. Playfair's Axiom 

This line intersects the y-axis in a 

unique point Q. Lemma 2 

= ba Definition of multipli- 

cation 

We wish to ow now that P and Q coincide. 

AU is parallel to BP By construction of ab 

= <OA'A base angles of an isoceles 

triangle = 

OBB' = <OB'B Base aigles of an isoceles 

triangle = 

<AOA' = <BOB' Axiom 3.4a 

= <ORB' Similar triangles 

AA' is para lel to BB' Corresponding angles are 

congruent 



A'P is parallel to BW 

However, A'Q is parallel to BW. 

Thus A'Q and A'P must coincide. 

Thus P and Q must coincide, 

since they are bth points on 

the y-axis. 

12 

Pascal's Theorem (2, 

Playfair's Axiom. 

X 
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i;tultiplicatiön defiied this way is an associative 

operation. a(bc) = (ah)c. 

Prnof: First construct the points D, E, F, and G such 

that = bc, ? = (bc)a, 5 = ha, = (ba)c. 

DU is parallel to AF 
4 

By definition (cons- 

truc tion) 

CD is parallel to AE By definition (construction) 

Thus, EU is parallel to CF Pascal's Theorem. 

EU is parallel to CG By definition (construction) 

Thus G:; coincides with CF Playfair's axiom. 

Thus, G and F coincide. 

The two operations defined as above obey the dis- 

tributive law of multiplication over addition. That is, 

a (b + c) = ab + ac. 

-t Proof: Construct the points E, F, and G such that 0E = ak 

= ac, and = a (b + c) (raving already constructed 

a point on the x-axis, D, such that OD = b + c) 
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o 
1k.. 

There exists a line incident 

14 

upon C which is parallel to 

the y-axis. 

This line intersects GD in a 

unique point K 

- _-+ 
CD = OB 

«)BE E C UK, <EOB E <KCD 

LOBE E LCDK 

0G = ac + ab 

Playfair's axiom. 

Lemma 2 

Construction 

Consequence of parai- 

lelism. 

angle-side-angle 

Congruent triangles 

Opposite side of parai- 

lelograrn 

definition 

We must adjoin to the set of equivalence classes of direct- 

ed line segments another element. This element is the 

equivalence class consisting of all points. A point can 

be thought of as a degenerate segment, i.e. as a segment 

whose endpoints are coincident. We shall call any repre- 

sentative of this new element the zero segment, denoted 
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by O. This segment has the property that for any segment 

a, a+O=a. 
The segment which is congruent to a given segment 

a but which has the opposite direction from a is re- 

presented as (-a). It is easily seen that a f (-a) is 

the zero segment defined above. 

Subtraction is defined as a special kind of addition. 

The difference of two segments, denoted (a-b) is a seg- 

ment of the equivalence class (a + (-b)). 

There is als a segment which we shall call u such 

that au a. This segment is the segment where U 

is the point used in find.îng the product of two line seg- 

ments. For every segment a which is not the zero seg- 

ment there exists a unique segment 1/a which has the 

property that a(]Ja) = u. 1/a is found by locating a 

point U' on the positive y-axis such that ' 

Then there exists through U' a line which is parallel 

to AU. This line intersects the x-axis at a point P, and 

the segment is defined as the gment 1/a. Construc- 

tion of 1/a when a is the zero segment is impossible, 

since the line through U' which is ara1le1 to UO, is 

parallel to the x-axis, and hence does not intersect the 

x-axis in a point P. 

Division is defined as a special case of multiplica- 

tion. The segment represented by a/b (a divided by b) 
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is defined as beLiç the se'cit a(1/b). Of curse, b 

in this representation cari nev..r be tie zero seyi;int, 
since i/b is no defined. 

we shall say he1t 3 segnent is poltive if it hs the 
same diction as tîthr the josit1ve x-xis or the osi 
1;ve y-axis. A segrnerr is negative if it has the saíie 

dii"ction ac either he negaive x-axis or th negative 
y-xi,. 

We shi3 cray that a segient b is less than e ses- 
cent a (denoted b K ) if the egraent (a-h) is a 

positive segiient. 

The absoiutc vciue of a seqment a i defired as 
being tFe 'egnent of the pair (a, -a) which is posi- 
tive. If a is the zero scgment, th bsciute Vi.iUE of 
a defined as beirg the zerccìent. ILe iLsoIute 1ue 

cf a i represented as 

We re row in a position to associate with ecL point 
ori our ceordin&te lires a real rurnber. c sh&1i sociate 
with t.hs origin, O the number O(zero). With our pre- 
viously selected point U, we shall associate the nuiner 

I (one). Then tere exists a point P in ti-e positive 

c'irection froi U such that = We shall associate 

+'- integer 2 with this point. On the neative x-axis, 

there exists U' such that OU' OU, or ' -, and 
with U' we shall associate the real number -1. In this 
manner we flid points with Which we associate each 
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positive aid negative integer. The Axiom f Archimedes 

insures us that this process can be carried on indefinit*. 

Using the construction described for 1/a, where a 

is a segment hose non-zero end oint is associated with 

sonie integer, we may, using Lia as a sub-unit, construct 

the points associated with the rational numbers 1/a, 2/a, 

3/a, etc. by the same procedure we used for finding 1, 2, 

3, 4, etc. By using each of the integer points we have 

found for a (except, of course, zero) we are abe to 

find points with which we associate each rational number. 

In our real number sstem, however, we admit the 

existence of irrational numbers. These nui;bers ay be 

adjoined to the system of rational numbers by means of 

Dedekind cuts. The Dedekirid cut has an analogue in our 

algebra of segments. By a theorem in geometry a point P 

on a lire 1 separates the point of i into two mutually 

exclusive classes. In the coordinate system which we are 

building, we may say that a point P divides the points 

of the x-axis into two mutually exclusive classes. All 

the points of the line so far designated fall into one 

or the other of these classes, or perhaps one of them 

coincides with P. All of the points in one of the classes 

lie to the left of the points in the other class, and in 

ordering of rational numbers the names of all the points 

in one class are less than the names of the points in the 



other class. This relationship corresponds to the require- 

ment in Dedekind's theorem that all the members of one 

class be smaller than the members of the other. The re- 

quirements of Dedekind's theorem are fulfilled, and we 

may conclude that with the chosen point P we may asso- 

ciate a real number, either one of those already desig- 

nated as a rational number, if P hapens to c.incide 

with one of these points, or with an irrational number. If 

we now associate each real number with the&uivalence class 

of segments which has a representative having O as one 

end point and the point that is associated with that real 

number as its othe? end point, we can see that our algebra 

of segments is isomorphic to the algebra of real numbers. 

Name each point on the line with the real number associated 

with it; then the isomorphism is -+ A, where A is 

a real number. 

e are now in a position to associate with each point 

of the plane a pair of numbers. The pair of numbers that 

we shall use consists of the numbers associated with the 

projections of the point on the x- and y-axes, respectively. 

The projection of a point on the x-axis is found by con- 

structing through the point a line which is parallel to 

the y-axis. This line intersects the x-axis in a unique 

point which is called the projection of the given point 

on the x-axis. Likewise, the y-axis projection can be 

found. 
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The set of points of the plane not on the axes are 

separated by the axes into four classes named as follows: 

The first quadrant, Q1, is the set of points (x,y) such 

that x > O and y > O. The second quadrant, Q, is the 

set of points such that x < O and y > O. Ahe third 

quadrant, Q3, is the set of points such that x < O and 

y < O. The fourth quadrant, Q4, is the set of points such 

that x > O and y < O. 

Lemma 1. 

If a line i is parallel to a line m, and the line 

m is parallel to a line p, then 1 is parallel to p. 

(l,m, and p distinct) 

9- 

Either i and p have a point in common, or they 

have no point in common. (If they have two points in 

Common, they coincide, and we are not interested in this 

situation. The statement of the lemma, thus, stipulates 

that 1, m, and p are distinct.) 

Assume that 1 and p have one point in common, the 

point P. Then through P there exists the line 1 

which is parallel to in, and also the line p which is 

parallel to m. The Axiom of Playfair states that this 

situation is impossible. Through a point not on a given 
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line, there is a unique line which is k.arallel to the 

given line. 

Thus, 1 and p can have no point in common. In 

other words, 1 is parallel to p. 

Lemma 2. 

If a line 1 intersects a line in in a point Q, 

the projection of a point P in the plane of i and in 

on the line m is unique. 

Given: 1 and m intersect in a point Q. 

P, a point not necessarily on i or in. 

There exists a unicue line p incident upon 

P which is parallel to i Playfair's axiom. 

There are three possibilities: 

i) p has no point in common with i) Lemma i 

in. In this case p is ara1lei 

to m, but then since p is 

parallel to 1, in must be paral- 

lel to 1, which is contrary 

to hypothesis. 



2) p and m have two points in 

common. In this case p must 

coincide with m, and ayain 

m must be parallel to 1, which 

is contrary to hypothesis. 

3) p avid m have only one point 

in common. This is the only 

possibility remaining. 

2) Axiom 1.2 

21 
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AIT('T re 

An angle is defined as a pair of half-lines with a 

common origin. The common origin is called the vertex of 

the angle. Ihe interior of the angle is defined in the 

following way: Let and be two rays with a common 

origin. The line containing divides the points of 

the plane into two classes, one of which contains 

. Call this class X. Likewise, the line containing 
-4 

b divides the points of the plane into two classes, one 

of which contains . Call this class Y. A point 

which is in both class X and class Y is said to be in 

the interior of the angle which is formed by à and 

We shall denote this class The complement of 

this class is denoted 

We shall say that an angle is in standard position 

when the point of intersection of the two rays is coin- 

cident with the origin of the coordinate system and one 

of the two rays oincides with the positive x-axis. The 

following development will, without loss of generality, 

be concerned primarily with angles which are in standard 

position. 1'e are able to do this because of Axiom 3.4, d. 

By this axiom, we are able to find an angle in standard 

position which is congruent to the given angle. 

We define an oriented angle as an ordered pair of 

rays with a common origin. In other words, the angle 
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(;) is riot necessarily the saíne as the angle If 

(;) is an oriented angie, then we call the initial 

ray of the angle, and t is called the terminal ray of 

the angle. An oriented angle is in standard position 

when its initial ray coincides with the positive x-axis. 

By Axiom 3.4, d, there are two angles in standard 

position which are congruent to a given angle. There is, 

höwever, only one angle in standard position which is 

congruent to an oriented angle and which has the 

same orientation as angle In order to prove this 

we must make use of several intermediate lemmas, the 

statements and roofs of which follow. 

Lemma 3. 

Given ¿3 ray with origin at O, there exists at 

the point O' exactly 'ne ray which is parallel to 

and has the same direction as . Let us assume that 

o , o'. Also, let us say that two rays are parallel if 

and only if the lines which are incident upon these rays 

are parallel. Let us also say that two parallel rays have 

the same direction if they fall into the saLue side of the 

plane with respect to the line 'Nhich is incident upon their 

origins. 

There exist exactly two rays with origin at O' 

which are parallel to i. For, let i be the line that 

is incident upon i. Through o' there is exactly one 
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line which is parallel to 1, by the Axiom of Playfair. 

Call this line 1'. The point O' is a point of 1', 

and the points of 1' are divided by O' into exactly 

two rays, the rays parallel to from O'. By Axiom 

1.1 there exists a line incìdent upon O and O'. This 

line separates the points of the plane into two classes. 

The ray falls entirely into one of these classes. if 

it did not, then it would have O as a point of the ray, 

and this is not the case. Only one of the two rays with 

O' as origin lies in the saíne class with respect to QQ' 

as does , since the rays of 1' with origin at O' 

fall into opposite classes. Thus, there is only one ray 

with origin at O' which is parallel t. a given ray 

and which has the same direction as the given ray 

Lemma 4. 

If <(,) is any angle in the plane whose vertex 

is a point V and <(i",') is an angle whose vertex is 
-p -p 

a point J', and r' is para lel to r and has the 

same direction as , and ' is parallel to and has 

the same direction as , then <(,) 

/ 
T 

/ 
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Let , be the line containing i. 

Let m be the line containing . 

Let -' be the line containing '. 

Let m' be the line containing '. 

Then, by the conditions of the theorem - is parallel to 

i,,, and m is parallel to m'. The line m intersects 

- at V and ' in a unique point Q. (See Lemma 2.) 

Let R be a point on m such that Q is between V and 

R. The existence of such a point is assured by a well- 

known theorem deducible from Axiom 2.3. Let S be a 

point on which is on the ray opposite from 

By a theorem of geometry which states that if two 

parallel lines are cut by a transversal the corresponding 

angles are congruent, ROV' <QVS. Also, <QVS 

since they are vertical angles. Thus, since congruence of 

angles is an equivalence relation, RQV' E <(',). 

By another theorem which states that if two parallel 

lines are cut by a transversal the alternate interior 
angles are congruent, 'RQO <(','). Thus, we may 

conclude that <(,) (','). 

We shall also say that <(,) and <(',') are 

similarly oriented. 

Lemma 5. 

There are two possible orderings of the points on a 

broken line. 
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There are two possible orderings nf the points on a 

line segment PQ. One of these orderings is associated 

with the ray contained in the line which is incident upon 

the segment which has P as its origin and Q as a 

point of the ray. The other ordering is associated with 

the ray which has Q as its origin and P as a point of 

the ray. We shall denote the former of these two order- 

ins as and the latter as 

A broken line is defined as the union of a fi'ite 

number of closed line segments i52, 
n-ln 

provided that P1 A P if i A j, and and 

have no point in common if i A j. We shall say 

that there is a direction on a oroken line if, given the 

direction on one segment, the direction on every segment 

is the same as this direction. In other words, if the 

direction on is 
k+I' then for every i, 

the direction on PP4 is Pij+1. Thus there are 

two possible directions on a broken line. 

Corollary. There are two paths on a simple polygon. 

The simple polygon is defined as a broken line in which 

Pn+l = 
P1 In other words, a polygon is a broken line 

of n vertices together with the segment pro- 

vided thatthis segment contains no other points of the 

broken line. A polygon, then, is a special type of broken 

line, and the result of Lemma 5 applies to it as well. 



We can now förmulate a way of coniriy the orienta- 

tion of two angles. ithout lo3s of generality, let us 

assume that trie angles Whose orientatior we WSi1 to compare 

have a common vertex. ket us also assune tnat neither ray 

of the first angle lies within the interior of the second, 

and vice versa. It will be S;iowfl that the í.ethod for corn- 

paring orientations of angles de.'eloed witi tLis restric- 

tion can te ge-leralized to cover all cases. 

Let us call the two angles to be corLared 

and (;,1;) with vertex V. (-hoose a point R on i, S 

-.+ -4 -4 

on s, A on a, and B on b. Join the points [ and 

s by a broken line lying entirely in i(i,) such that 

R and 3 are the endpoints of the broken line. Next, 

join S to one of A and B by a broken line which lies 

entirely in the outside of bo.h angles (i.e. the class 

O(,)rO(i,)j. ow join A and B by a broken line 

lying entirely in () such that i and b are the 

endpoints of the croken line. 

We now have a closed polygon, either 

VR...S ...B ...AV or VR ... ...A...V. 

There are two paths ori this polygon. Lhoose the direc- 

tion of the polygon to be the seme as that of , the 

initial ray of the angle . ' R is a segment of this 

ray. Thus, we choose the direction of the polyyon to be 

the direction of V R. If the direction on this polygon is 
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the same as direction on the broken line A ... B, wich 

is part of the polygon, then e angles are said tc have 

the same oientation. 

Since the direction on the polygon is determined by 

the direction of the ray r, this comparIson test is 

independent of the choice of R, S, A, and B. These 

points are subject only to the restriction that R must 

lie on r, S on s, A on a, and B on b. 

In the case that one or both rays of one angle lie 

in the interior of the other angle, the following lemma 

is helpful in comparing the orientations of these angles. 

Lemma 6. Given an angle the angle (',') where 
-4 _, -+ 
a' is the ray opposite to a and b' is the ray oposite 

.4 

to b, is congruent to (a,b) and has the sane orienta- 

tion as (',Î). That the unoriented angles are coigruent 

follows from the theorem in plane geometry that vertical 

angles are congruent. By the method described above, it 

-p 
can be determined that (a,b) and (a',b') have the same 

orientation. 

Thus, using this lemma, we may compare the orientation 

of the first angle viith that of the angle opposite to the 

second angle; if the opposite angle still has a ray which 

lies ii the interior of the first angle we must modify the 

comparison procedure. 

Pick a point V' which is different from V and 

which lies in the outside of angle ,). Now, there 
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exists ari angle (',') whose vertex is ¿it V and v.iìose 

rays are parallel to those of This ¿ng1e is 

congi'uent to (,. by usiriy the itLod out1irìd above, 

th.s angle 1so has tie bame orieritiun 

Now, construct ¿ polyyon in tite me ihanner as be- 

fore, this time including the seyiuent VV'. The polygon 

then, woulo be either Vh ... Z ... A ... BV'V or 

VR ... S ... B ... i-\»\i. Again, choose th direction on 

the polygon to btaL Oj the ray r. 

Trie point niay lie in the isiJe ai angle (' ,' ). 
--4. -4 -+ 

In thi5 case, the class O(r,$) Ñ O(a',b') cioe not xist. 

However, sorne point of the roken lute R ... S ¡aust lie 

on One of tite rdys of (',t'). Thus, JOli to the 

point chosen to oe a pdrt of the polygon which lies on 

this ray. Now, join th points A and 3 by a broken 

line which hìs no points of R ... S ... A or R ... S 

... 13, wnicnevr the case may be, nd pro;eed as oefore. 

Iheoren 1. 

dth the aid of these leíAiIas and this íiethod of corn- 

paring orientations we dre nov in a position to prove that 

there is only one anyle in standard josition which is con- 

gruent to a given angle and which has the sa;e orientation. 

wirst, there exists an angle t at O ose rays are 

paraiJel to the given angle, and this angle t is congru- 

ent to trie given angle and has the saíìe orientation. This 
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follows from Lemmas 3 and 4. There are two angles in 

standard position wich are congruent to this angle t. 

By the method outlined above, it is seen that these two 

angles have different orientations. Only one of them, 

then, has the same orientation as angle t. The method 

outlined above can be used to determine which one. 

This same proof, with obvious alterations in nota- 

tion, can be used for the more general theorerri that, 

given an initial ray a, there exists one and only one 

terminal ray such that the angle is con- 

gruent to a given angle and has the same orientation as 

the given angle. 

We shall now c.nsider a set of equivalence classes of 

angles. Two angles are said to belong to the same equi- 

valence class if they are congruent to each other and have 

the same orientation. We now define an operation which we 

call addition on this set of equivalence classes of angles. 

The sum of two angles and is also an equiva- 

lence class of angles, a representative of which is de- 

termined as follows: Let a = There exists one and 

only one angle which is congruent to which has its 

initial ray coincident with t and has the same orienta- 

tion as 
. (Theorem i) Let us call the terminal ray of 

this angle . We define the angle (,) to be a 

representative of the equivalence class ( u + 3 ). 



The set of euiva1ence c1ases of nq1cs toether 

with this definition of addition forms an additive ciroup. 

The proofs necessary to uphold this assertin follrw. The 

word 'ang1e will often he used in place of "e'uiva1ence 

class of ¿mg1es' wher t.he meaning is c1er. 

Addition rf ¿njles is assocjtjve, 
-+ 

Let u = (r,sj, and 

(f3+y) = 

Then a 4- (+y) according to the definition of 

addition. By Axiom 3.4, and Theorem 1, there e-ists a 

unique ray such that angle (,) is ecua1 to . 

T}-ìen, there is also a ray euch that (i,) is eoual 

to y. This ray n'ist be the ray i, ccding to the 

definition of addition. 

Now, by definition, (,i) is (aFB). Then by 

Theoren 1, there is a uneue ay such that 

The ray must be the ray , sirce (i,) is also 

equal to y. Since (r,k) is equal to (+) and 
-+-. 
k,t) is enual to y. Then angle (r,t) is equal to 

+ . Thus additiri of angles is asr'ciative. 

Addition of an'les is also commutative. Let 

= a and (,) = . Then, by definition, 

= (a+). Now, at a vertex O', not ncessarily the 

sare as O, the vertex of (a+), there axist rays 

(',') = , and (',') = a. Then, (',') (+a). 



We wish to show that 

I 

r 
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On , there exists a point P. By Axiom 3.1, 

there exists a point P' on ' such that OP O'P'. 

There also exists a line incident upon P Wìich is 

not parallel to either the line containing s or the line 

containing i. This line intersects the line containing 

-* -4 

s in a unique point Q, and the line containing t in 

a unique point R. 

Again, by Axiom 3.1, there exists a point Q' on 

;p, such that OQ E O'Q' There also exists a line md- 

dent upon P' and Q'. This line intersects the line 

containing r' in a point R'. 

If no point R' exists, then P'Q' is parallel to 

i'. If this is true, then by the theorem in geometry con- 

cerning alternate interior angles, < O'('P' . Since 

O'P' OP and O'Q' OQ, and < (LP a E < Q'O'P', 

triangle ÇUF E triangle .'O'P'. As a consequence, 
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< O'.P O'Q'P'. Thus < OQP E 3. By our original cons- 

truction, <QOR 3. Thus, since the alternate interior 

angles are congruent, PO must be parallel to the line 

-p 

containing t. This, however, is contradictory to the 

original assumption concerning the line incident upon 
-f 

p and Q. Therefore, P'Q' is not parallel to r' 

-p 

p'Q' is not coincident with r' either. If it were, then 

p' and Q' would lie on the line containing ' , and 

;:', arid :, would be coincident. This is not the case. 

Thus, P'Q' must intersect i' in a unique point R'. 

Now, since triangle QOP E triangle Q'O'P', 

<ocp < O'Q'P'. By a theorem in geometry, if two angle 

are congruent, so are their supplements. Thus, 

<OCR < O'Q'R'. Since (X E O'Q' and < QCR E 

< L'O'R', triangle Q triangle Q'O'. 
As a consequence of these congruence relationships, 

< OPR < O'P'R' and < ORP < O'R'P'. Also, RQ E R'Q' 

and QP E Q'P'. By Axiom 3.3, PR P'R'. Thus, triangle 

pa triangle P'O'R'. As a consequence we may conclude 

that < R'O'P' < ROP. Thus, a + + a. Using the 

method of comparing the orientation of angles, it is 

easily seen that the orientations of a + 3 and 3 + a 

are the same. Thus, a + p = p + a. 

To the set of equivalence classes of angles we must 

adjoin another element, just as we did in the algebra of 
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segments. We do this in order to make the set of equiva- 

lence classes of angles into an additive group. This new 

angle is one in which the initial and terminal rays are 

coincident. We shall call it the zero angle, O. This 

angle has the property that for any angle a, a + O = a. 

.-+ -p -p -+ -* - Let a = (r,$) and O (t,v). Then a + O = (r,v). 

However, by the definition of addition, ' is coincident 
-+ 

with s, and by the definition of O, t is also coinci- 
-+ -4 - 

dent with y. Thus, y is coincident with s, and angle 

= angle Thus, a + O s a. 

In the set of angles, every member of the set has a 

unique additive inverse. That Is, for every angle a, 

there is a unique angle (-a) which has the property 

that a + (-a) O. If a then (-a) (',i). 

By definition of addition, a f (-a) (Ç), and any 

angle whose initial and termiial rays are coincident is 

the zero angle. 

The uniqueness of the additive identity element (the 

zero angle) and the additive inverse of each element can 

be proved in the usual manner. 

To further demonstrate that angles and the addition 

we have defined behave like the real numbers we can alsc 

introduce the idea of comparison of size of angles by de- 

fining an order relation on them. The relation is called 

"less than" and the symbol < is used in anticipation of 
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its similarity to the "less than" relationship in the 

algebra of real numbers. 

e shall say that is less than (iÇ) (written 

(,) < (i,)) if tnere exists an angle (',i') which 

is congruent to end with the same orientation as 

(,) such that ' and coincide, and ' falls into 

the interior of This definition holds, however, 

only when and (,) have the same orientation. 

Let us now agree on some terms concerning orientation 

of angles. For the angles thus far considered, we shall 

say that an angle in standard position is positive when 

its terminal ray fa1s into either of the first two quad- 

rants or is coincident with the positive y-axis. Ve shall 

say that an angle is negative if its terminal ray falls 
into either Q3 or Q4 or is coincident with the nega- 

tive y-axis. The straight angle whose terminal ray is the 

negative x-axis and the zero angle whose terminal ray is 

the positive x-axis escape classification according to 
this definition. The classification of the orientation 

of these angles will be considered separately. 

We may also consider the concept of absolute value 

in connection with angles. Given an angle a in standard 

position, there is, by Axiom 3.4d, another angle in stan- 

dard position which is congruent to a but which, as we 

have seen, has an orientation opposite to that of a. 
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This angle has been defined as (-a). Theso1ute value 
of an angle is defined as the member of the pair (,(-a)) 

which is positive. The absolute values of angles may be 

ordered as described above, since all such 'yles are 

positive. 

Unfortunately, the sum of two angles, in soíe cases, 

possesses a rather disturbing property. The case may arise 

that the terminal ray of the representative of (a+) 

Which is in standard position falls into Q3 or Q4, 

while a and are both positive angles. In this case 

(a+) is a negative angle. This does not agree with our 

notions of the additive group of real numbers. 

We prefer that the angle (a+) should have the same 

orientation as a and 3. e also prefer that a be 

less than (a+). If this latter property is to be satis- 

fied, the terminal ray of a in standard position should 

lie in the interior of the angle (c&+) in standard posi. 

t ion. 

We then re-examine our notion of "interior of an 

angle". The points of the plane not on an angle fall into 

two classes, one of which we called the 'nterior". This 

may give us an intuitively conceived notion about angles. 

The important t.ing about these two classes is that they 

are mutually exclusive, and we can distinguish one from. 

another. Vie then consider the notion of the inside of an 

angle with respect to the orientation of the angle. 
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e now define the INSIDE of an angle (a+) in stan- 

dard position in which a and are both of the same 

orientation as that class of points not on the angle which 

contains the terminal ray of a, in standard position. 

The method of comparison described earlier must be 

reworded in order that the angle (cL+) have the same 

orientation as a and 3. This is accomplished by re- 

placing the word "interior" wherever it appears by the 

word "inside". Using this revised method of comparison 

we see that the orientation of (u+) is the sameas that 

of a and . 

We now see that two different angles are determined 

by a given pair of rays. These angles have identical 

initial and terminal rays, but their orientations are 

opposite. We then re-define the terms "positive" and "neg- 

ative" to cover this enlarged concept of angles. 

When the inside of the angle under consideration is 

the class of points defined earlier as the interior of the 

angle, the definitions of "positive" and "negative" al- 

ready given hold. Vhen the inside of the angle under con- 

sideration is the class of points which is the complement 

of the interior, a positive angle is one whose terminal ray 

falls into Q3 or Q4 or coincides with the negative 

y-axis. A negative angle, in this case, is one whoSe ter- 

minal ray falls into Ql or Q2 or coincides with the 

positive x-axis. 



The straight angle can be considered to be either 

positive or negative. It will be positive if the upper 

half-plane is to be considered as the inside of the angle. 

A straight angle is negative if the lower half-plane is 

considered to be the inside. 

The zero angle can also be considered to be either 

positive or negative, whichever is convenient. 

e see now that the set of equivalence classes of 

angles together with the addition we have defìned forms 

an additive group. Next, we will develop an isornorphism 

between the set of angles and the set of real numbers. 



MEASURE OF ANGLES 

Assigning a measure to a set is nothing more than 

finding an isomorphism between this set and some subset of 

the real numbers. hen this is accomplished, the theorems 

which apply to that subset of the real numbers can also be 

made to aply to the elements of the set. A measure also 

provides a way of naming the elements of a set. 

The set to which we now assign a measure is the set 

of equivalence classes of angles whose properties have 

just been described. This set, together with the addition 

defined, forms an additive group. There are positive and 

negative angles. We require, then, that the measure we 

assign must preserve these additive group properties, as 

well as providing for both positive and negative quantities 

Since angles which are congruent and have the same orienta- 

tion are in the same equivalence class, such angles should 

have the same measure. 

Investigation of these requirements for the measure 

of angles leads to consideratinn of the circle. A circle 

is defined as the set of all points M such that all seg- 

ments AM, where A is a fl*ed point, are congruent to 

a fixer segmerìt r. (2, p.24) The point A is called 

the center of th' c.rcle, and the segment r is called 

the radius. The properties of the circle are well known. 

The length of a given arc of a circle exists and, can 
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be measured. The existence of arc length can be proved by 

considering a particular sequence of broken lines whose 

vertices lie on the arc. It can be shown that the lengths 

of these broken lines approach a limit which we define to 

be the length of the arc. (3, p.7-li) 

Consider a circle of radius i whose center is at 

the origin of the coordinate system. We define the measure 

of an equivalence class of angles to be the length of the 

arc of this circle which is subtended by a representative 

of the equivalence class whose vertes is at the origin. 

In other words, the measure of an angle whose vertex is at 

the origin is the length of the circular arc which lies 

entirely in the inside of the angle and vhose end points 

are points of the rays of the angle. 

There are two directions on an arc, just as on a bro- 

ken line. We take 

an angle to be the 

of the arc and the 

of intersection of 

angle. 

The length of 

the direction of the arc 

direction from the point 

initial ray of the angle 

the arc and the terminal 

the complete arc has bee' 

subtended by 

of intersection 

to the point 

ray of the 

r, shown in 

classical studies to be a constant multiple of the diameter 

of the given circle. This constant has been found to be 

a transcendental number which is traditionally denoted by 

the Greek letter ir. We are considering a circle of 
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radius 1. Thus the length of the complete arc is 2rr. 

We name each angle by its measures i.e. by the name 

of the real number which is associated with the arc which 

the angle subtends. Thus, a straight angle is named by 

its measure, ir, and a full circle by its measure, 2ir. 

Since the length of the arc of a full circle is 

finite, we encounter difficulty in preserving the additive 

group properties. Through unlimited addition of angles, 

we may arrive at an angle which is greater than 2rr. The 

terminal ray of such an angle coincides with that of 

another angle which is less than 2,i-. We shall call this 

"smaller" angle, the "corresponding anglett. These angles 

are certainly congruent, and yet it appears that they do 

not have the same neasure. 

In order to overcome these difficulties, we define a 

generalized angle as an equivalence class of pairs c,k} 

where a is an oriented angle such that -ir a ir, aiid 

k is an integer. 2k denotes the number of angles of 

measure ir which make up the generalized angle. Two 

angles 3a,k} and are in the same equivalence 

class if and only if a 
i 

and k = . The measure of 

ta,k) is defined as a + 2kir. 

The sum of two generalized angles is defined as fol- 

lows: {a,kI + J3,fl = {(c+)' , k++e) where 

(a+) as previously defined, if -ir < (ai-r) ir. 

In this case c = O. 
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If 7T < (a+) < 2ir, then (a+3)' = (a+) - 2ir. In this 

case E = 1. 

If -2ir < (a+) < -, then (c+)' = (a-ir) + 2,,-. In this 

case : = -1. 

We now state a theorem concerning the measure of 

generalized angles. 

Theorem 21 

The measure of {a,kÌ plus the measure of 

is equal to the measure of their sum. 

Proof: We must consider three cases: 

Case -r < (a+) < ir. The measure of {a,k} is a+2kir, 

and the measure of [3,-?, is +2?n-. Thus the sum of 

their measures is (a+3) + 2ir(k+,). The measure of their 
Sum is (a+f)' + 2ir(k+,+e). In this case (a+)' = (a+) 
and c = O. Thus, the sum of the measures is equal to the 

measure of the sum. 

Case 2. ir < (a+ç) 2r. The sum of the measures is still 
(a+) f 2ir(k+fl, and the measure of the sum is (a+3)' 

+ 2r(k+-+e). However, now (a+)t (a+f3) - 27r, and C 1. 

Thus, the measure of the sum is (+) - 2ff + 2ir(k+t+l) 

which is equal to (a+) + 2ir(k+'.-). 

Case 3. -2ff 'Z (a+3) < -ir. In this case 
= (a+) + 2ir, and e = 1. Thus, the measure of 

the sum equals (a+) + 2ir f 2ir(k+'-l) which is equal to 

(a+) + 2'ir(k+t). 
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This theorem shows that the additive group properties 

of angles are preserved by the measure we have assigned. 
The neasures of congruent angles in this system are 

not always the same, but they differ only by a multiple of 

2ir. In other words, the measures of congruent angles are 
congruent modulo 2ir. 
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TR IGONOtETRY 

We are now in a position to define the trigonometric 

functions of an equivalence class of angles. 

Consider the representative of the equivalence class 

which is in standard position. The terminal ray of this 

angle intersects a circle of radius one, with center at 

the origin, in a point P. We define the sine of angle a 

to be the y-coordinate of the point P. 1he cosine of 

angle a is defined to be the x-coordinate of the point 

p. The tangent is defined to be the ratio of the sine to 

the cosine. 

It is seen that the point P is dependent upon the 

measure of the angle given. P is one end point of the 

arc which determines the measure of a. We recognize this 

dependence in the notation for the trigonometric functions. 

Angle a is named by the real number which is its measure. 

We denote the sine of a by sin a. The cosine of a 

is denoted cos a, and the tangent by tan a. 

The reciprocals of these three functions are also 

named. The cosecant of a is the reciprocal of sin a 

and is denoted csc a. The secant of a is the xecipro- 

cal of cos a and is denoted sec a. The cotangent of a 

is the reciprocal of tan a, and is denoted cot a. 

With this background the development of trigonometry 

can be made in the usual rigorous manner. 
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